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a b s t r a c t
For a graph G in read-only memory on n vertices and m edges and a write-only output
buffer, we give two algorithms using only O(n) rewritable space. The first algorithm lists
all minimal a − b separators of G with a polynomial delay of O(nm). The second lists all
minimal vertex separators of Gwith a cumulative polynomial delay of O(n3m).
One consequence is that the algorithms can list the minimal a − b separators (and
minimal vertex separators) spending O(nm) time (respectively, O(n3m) time) per object
output.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Finding all minimal a− b separators – that is, minimal sets of vertices whose deletion from a graph disconnects vertices
a and b – is a problem relevant to the study of listing algorithms [7,8,11], network flow, formal concept analysis [4], and the
treewidth of a graph [5,6].
We describe a simple backtracking algorithm for listing all the minimal a − b separators in a graph G = (V , E) with n
vertices andm edges. This graph, of size n+m, is given in read-onlymemory, and the output is sent to the write-only buffer.
By creating a backtracking tree of height at most n, the algorithmworks with a polynomial delay of O(nm) and uses O(n)
rewritable space, using atmostO(n log n) bits to perform its computations. Since the space necessary to store a graph (either
as an adjacency list or matrix) is at least Ω(n log n) bits, this algorithm is space-optimal within a multiplicative constant.
We also provide a related backtracking algorithm that can list all minimal vertex separators in a graph with cumulative
polynomial delay of O(n3m) and again using O(n) rewritable space. To achieve this space complexity, these algorithms
avoid using a data structure to store previously output objects, and thus all objects that the algorithm outputs can be sent
to a write-only memory buffer. This is important given that a graph may have an exponential number of minimal a − b
separators (e.g., consider a graph withΘ(n) edge-disjoint paths of length 3 between vertices a and b).
One consequence of the algorithms’ time complexity is that both algorithms work in polynomial total time. That is to
say, the amount of time spent per object output is polynomial in the input size. The first and second algorithms list the
minimal a−b separators (minimal vertex separators) spending atmostO(nm) (respectively,O(n3m)) time per object output.
We describe these standards for efficient listing algorithms and how they are related further in Section 2.1. (For more on
cumulative polynomial delay, see [7, p. 8]; for polynomial delay, see [8].)
Both algorithms differ from results by Shen and Liang [10] and Berry et al. [2] in that their algorithms have superior total
polynomial time complexity and spend at most O(n2) time per object, but have greater space complexity, using Ω(n|S|)
space (where |S| is the total number of minimal a− b separators to be output).
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For a specific class of graphs related to formal concept analysis – namely cobipartite graphs – Berry and Sigayret [4]
provide an algorithm to list all minimal vertex separators using polynomial space. (Berry et al. [3] state that this algorithm
uses at most O(n ·min(m, ( n2 )−m)) space and spends at most O(min(m, ( n2 )−m)) time per separator where n = |V | and
m = |E|.) In comparison, the algorithms presented in this paper work on general graphs and use less space and more time.
Before presenting the technical details, we first describe the backtracking approach in very general terms. The algorithm
makes use of the relationship between (1) minimal a− b separators and (2) connected induced subgraphs that contain the
vertex a (see Lemma 1 for details). In specific, the algorithm constructs a simple backtracking tree to list these subgraphs
and then uses propositions and lemmas described in Sections 2 and 3 to prune barren subtrees from the backtracking tree
(i.e., subtrees that contain no newobjects to be output). In doing so, the algorithm combines two techniques: (1) an approach
Tsukiyama et al. [12] used to list the minimal cutsets of a graph by growing a connected component around a vertex a and
(2) a generalization of the concept of a separator close to a vertex, introduced by Kloks and Kratsch [9].
The rest of the paper gives the details as follows: a brief discussion of standards for efficient listing and relevant graph
theoretical terms, propositions, and lemmas are presented in Sections 2 and 3. Section 4 describes how one can create an
efficient backtracking tree for which we can determine whether a node in the tree contains new objects to output or not.
Sections 5 and 6 present the pseudocode and proofs for the two algorithms. Further remarks are in the last section.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Standards for listing algorithms
Because a graph may have an exponential number of minimal a− b separators, there is no algorithm that can always list
these in O(Nk) time where N is the input size and k is a constant. Below we discuss standards for efficient listing in which
the running time depends on the size of both the input and the output and describe how these standards are relevant to the
algorithms in this paper. We also discuss standards for space complexity.
Definition 1. A listing algorithm is said to run with polynomial delay if it spends at most O(Nk) time
(1) between the start of the program and either producing the first object to be output or halting with no output, and
(2) between outputting one object and either producing the next object or halting.
Our algorithm to list the minimal a− b separators works with polynomial delay. Thus, with a delay of at most O(nm) time,
our algorithm is guaranteed to output a new object or to halt. A weaker standard of listing complexity is the following:
Definition 2. A listing algorithm runs in polynomial total time if it outputs at least one object and spends at most O(Nk)
time per object output or halts within O(Nk) time with no output.
With such an algorithm, one may have to wait a superpolynomial amount of time to get the first or any other output. For
an example, consider an algorithm that ultimately outputs 2N objects in rapid succession, but does so after a time delay of
2N . While such a delay indicates that the number of objects that the algorithm outputs eventually is superpolynomial, one
cannot necessarily terminate the algorithm after running the algorithm for a superpolynomial time and outputting only a
polynomial number of objects. Given this limitation, an intermediate standard was proposed in [7] that was weaker than
polynomial delay but stronger than polynomial total time.
Definition 3. A listing algorithm runs with cumulative polynomial delay if it spends at most
(1) O(Nk) time between the start of the program and halting with no output, or
(2) (i+ 1) · O(Nk) time in outputting the first i objects.
Such an algorithm may have a superpolynomial delay, but this can occur only after a superpolynomial number of objects
have been output. Unlike polynomial total time, one avoids the possibility of superpolynomial delays near the beginning
of an algorithm’s run. Our algorithm that lists all minimal vertex separators works with a cumulative polynomial delay of
O(n3m) and illustrates how algorithms of this listing complexity can arise naturally when modifying algorithms that work
with polynomial delay.
These standards are related as follows: poly. delay⊆ cumulative poly. delay⊆ poly. total time. We also note the following
standard for space complexity:
Definition 4. A listing algorithm runs in polynomial space if it uses at most O(Nk) space.
Our algorithms are polynomial space. In addition, they are also space-optimal in the sense that the rewritable memory that
they require is no greater than a multiplicative constant of the amount of memory needed to store the input in read-only
memory.
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2.2. Graph theory
Our input will be a graph G with two nonadjacent vertices a and b. Note that if a and b are adjacent – which can be
determined in O(n) time – then there is noway to disconnect the two vertices through removing other vertices in the graph.
Within this paper, the vertex set A will always contain the vertex a, the subgraph of G induced by this vertex set will be
denoted by G[A], and the set of vertices used by edges in a graph G will be denoted V (G) while its edge set is denoted by
E(G). (As an example, V (G[A]) is A.) The neighborhood of A, denoted by N(A), is the set of vertices that are not in A, but are
adjacent to some vertex in A, and N[A] is A ∪ N(A). The graph G[V \ A] formed by deleting from G all vertices in A and all
edges incident to its vertices is denoted as G− A.
A vertex set S is an a− b separator if a and b belong to different connected components of G− S. If S is an a− b separator
then it must be the case that a, b 6∈ S. For an a − b separator S, we write Ca(S) (respectively, Cb(S)) for the connected
component of G − S containing a (respectively, b). An a − b separator is a minimal a − b separator if none of its proper
subsets is an a− b separator.
Below we present notation related to these minimal a− b separators and how our backtracking tree will partition these
objects.
The family of all minimal a − b separators is denoted by S. Furthermore, given two vertex sets A and U , we define the
following notation, which we will use later to label the nodes of the algorithm’s backtracking tree:
Definition 5. S(A,U) is the family of all minimal a− b separators S such that A ⊆ Ca(S) and U ∩ Ca(S) = ∅.
If (A,U) is the label of a node in the backtracking tree, then the family of minimal a− b separators in the subtree rooted at
that node is denoted by S(A,U). The following proposition is relevant to the tree’s root and its label:
Proposition 1. S = S({a},N[b]).
Proof. Only the ⊆ direction needs to be proved. For any (minimal) a − b separator, M , it must be the case that a ∈ Ca(M)
and Ca(M) ∩ N[b] = ∅. 
The next proposition is used to recursively construct a backtracking tree. The minimal a − b separators in S(A,U) can be
partitioned as follows:
Proposition 2. For every A,U and v 6∈ A ∪ U, it holds that S(A,U) is the disjoint union of S(A ∪ {v},U) and S(A,U ∪ {v}).
Proof. The sets S(A ∪ {v},U) and S(A,U ∪ {v}) are disjoint by definition, and the ⊇ direction also holds by definition. If
M ∈ S(A,U), thenM ∈ S(A ∪ {v},U) if v ∈ Ca(M) andM ∈ S(A,U ∪ {v}) otherwise. 
3. Close separators
We now use the terms and propositions above to develop an idea that will be important to the algorithm: the notion of
a minimal a− b separator that we informally describe here as ‘‘close to A’’ because its vertices are adjacent to those in A. For
the rest of this paper, A always denotes a subset of V such that G[A] is connected.
Lemma 1. If A ∩ N[b] = ∅, then N(A) contains a unique minimal a− b separator.
Proof. N(A) is an a− b separator. Consider the component C containing b in G− N(A) and the vertices in this component
V (C). N(V (C)) is an a− b separator contained in N(A). Every a− b separator contained in N(A)must contain all vertices in
N(V (C)). Therefore, N(V (C)) is the unique minimal a− b separator in N(A). 
We use this notion to define the following term:
Definition 6. The separator close to A, denoted as S(A), is the unique minimal a− b separator contained in N(A).
Because of its importance to both listing algorithms, we provide pseudocode below to calculate S(A).
Algorithm CloseSeparator
Input: vertex set A from a graph with vertices a and b such that G[A] is connected and A ∩ N[b] = ∅.
Output: separator close to A
Remark. The algorithm, CloseSeparator, requires as subroutines procedures that can (1) delete vertices from a graph,
(2) find the neighbors of a vertex set, and (3) find the connected component of a graph that contains a given vertex. Efficient
algorithms for these are well known and can be found in standard reference works on algorithms [1].
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01:procedure CloseSeparator(A: vertex set)
02:begin {CloseSeparator}
03: compute N(A);
04: delete the vertex set N(A) from G;
05: find C , the component G− N(A) that contains vertex b;
06: determine V (C);
07: output N(V (C));
08: end {CloseSeparator}
If the graph is given as an adjacency list, each statement (and thus the entire procedure) can be computed in O(m) time and
requires at most O(n) space.
When S(A) is deleted from the graph, it yields a component with a and with b. The component with a is of particular
interest, and we use it to introduce this term:
Definition 7. The expansion of vertex set A, denoted as A∗, is the set of vertices in Ca(S(A)), i.e., the component with vertex
a in G− S(A).
Note that because G[A] is connected, it holds that A is a subset of the vertex set of Ca(S(A)), i.e., A ⊆ A∗.
We conclude with another lemma that concerns the relation between minimal a− b separators and connected induced
subgraphs with a.
Lemma 2. For every M ∈ S, it holds that M = S(Ca(M)).
Proof. For allM ∈ S,M ⊇ N(Ca(M)) as Ca(M) is a connected component of G−M . Also,M ⊆ N(Ca(M)). Assume not; then
there is a vertex w inM which is not in N(Ca(M)). ThenM was not a minimal a− b separator sinceM \ {w} also separates
a and b.
Therefore,M = N(Ca(M)). As S(Ca(M)) ⊆ M , by the minimality ofM , it must be the case that equality holds as well. 
The lemma will be useful in proving Lemma 4, which concerns when the algorithm outputs minimal a− b separators.
4. Creating an efficient backtracking tree
The algorithm works by creating a backtracking tree that has as its node labels pairs such as (A,U) in which the subtree
rooted at this node contains all minimal a − b separators in S(A,U). In order to create an efficient backtracking tree, it is
important to tell whether the subtree rooted at node (A,U) is barren or contains minimal a − b separators (i.e., whether
S(A,U) is empty or not). In addition, wemust recognizewhen to produce outputwithoutmaking any further recursive calls.
This section develops these conditions.
Proposition 3. If v ∈ A∗, then every v − b path uses some vertex in S(A).
Proof. As A∗ = Ca(S(A)), S(A) separates every vertex of A∗ from b. 
Proposition 4. If M ∈ S and A ⊆ Ca(M), then M ∩ A∗ = ∅.
Proof. Assume that there exists a vertexw ∈ M ∩ A∗. Thenw ∈ A∗ \ A asM ∩ A = ∅ by definition. By the minimality ofM ,
there is an a − b path P which uses w but no other vertex fromM . By Proposition 3, P must be of the form aP1wP2sP3b for
some s ∈ S(A). Note that w 6= s as A∗ ∩ S(A) = ∅. As S(A) ⊆ N(A), we can replace P1wP2 by some path P ′ ⊆ A. The path
aP ′sP3b avoidsM , which is a contradiction. 
For the rest of this section, U denotes a vertex set such that N[b] ⊆ U .
Proposition 5. S(A,U) = S(A∗,U).
Proof. (⊇). AnyM in S(A∗,U) is also in S(A,U) because A ⊆ A∗.
(⊆). ConsiderM ∈ S(A,U). By Proposition 4,M ∩ A∗ = ∅. Thus, A∗ ⊆ Ca(M) and thereforeM ∈ S(A∗,U). 
Lemma 3. S(A,U) 6= ∅ iff A∗ ∩ U = ∅.
Proof. If A∗ ∩ U = ∅, then A ∩ N[b] = ∅, so S(A) exists by Lemma 1, and S(A) ∈ S(A,U). If A∗ ∩ U 6= ∅, then S(A∗,U) is
empty, and so is S(A,U) by Proposition 5. 
The following lemma concerns leaf conditions, that is to say, determiningwhen a node is a leaf and howmanyminimal a−b
separators are in such a node.
Lemma 4. If A∗ ∩ U = ∅ and N(A) ⊆ U, then S(A,U) = {S(A)}.
Proof. Assume that there is another minimal a − b separator M ′ ∈ S(A,U). If M ′ ∈ S(A,U), then A ⊆ Ca(M ′). Since U
includes all vertices in N(A), any proper superset of A that induces a connected subgraph would include vertices from U .
Therefore, given that Ca(M ′) ∩ U = ∅, we know Ca(M ′) ⊆ A. And thus, A = Ca(M ′).
Now, using Lemma 2, we know that sinceM ′ ∈ S,M ′ = S(Ca(M ′)). Since Ca(M ′) = A,M ′ = S(A), proving the lemma. 
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5. The algorithm
We now formulate the backtracking algorithm for listing all minimal a − b separators. The recursive procedure is
given below. The algorithm starts by calling ListMinSep({a},N[b]). After the pseudocode, we present an example of the
algorithm building a backtracking tree for a specific graph.
Algorithm ListMinSep
Input: Two vertex sets, A and U , from a graph with vertices a and b. These vertex sets are respectively {a} and N[b].
Output: All minimal a− b separators.
Remark. The algorithm, ListMinSep, requires as subroutines CloseSeparator and procedures that can (1) perform
standard set operations (e.g., union, intersection), (2) delete vertices from a graph, (3) find the neighbors of a vertex set, and
(4) find the connected component of a graph that contains a given vertex. Efficient algorithms for these are well known and
can be found in standard reference works on algorithms [1].
01: procedure ListMinSep(A, U: vertex set)
02: var
03: v : vertex;
04: A∗ , SA : vertex set;
05: begin {ListMinSep}
06: {Given A, compute A∗, which is V (Ca(S(A)))};
07: SA := CloseSeparator(A);
08: A∗ := vertex set of connected component of G− SA that contains vertex a;
09: {Test if subtree contains new min. a− b sep.}
10: if A∗ ∩ U = ∅ then {Subtree is not barren.}
11: A := A∗;
12: if N(A) \ U 6= ∅ then
13: Let v be a vertex in N(A) \ U;
14: ListMinSep(A ∪ {v}, U);
15: ListMinSep(A, U ∪ {v});
16: else {Node is a leaf, i.e., S(A,U) = {S(A)}.}
17: output S(A);
18: else; {Subtree is barren; prune and stop backtracking.}
19: end {ListMinSep}
We demonstrate the behavior of the algorithm, particularly how it expands the vertex set A into A∗, with the following
example. The graph G is a grid with 6 vertices in which a and b are the vertices at the upper left and lower right. (See Fig. 1.)
Thus, G has three minimal a − b separators: {2, 3}, {3, 4}, and {4, 5}. At the start of the algorithm (depicted as the root of
the backtracking tree), the vertex set A is {a}, and the set of unavailable vertices U is N[b] = {4, 5, b}. In the figure below,
the vertices in A are enclosed by an oval to show how A changes depending on where we are in the backtracking tree.
We calculate A∗ as follows: first we compute S(A) the minimal a − b separator close to A (i.e., which is contained in
N(A)). Here S(A) is the vertex set {2, 3}. Deleting this from the graph, we compute Ca(S(A)) the component that contains
a. Here Ca(S(A)) contains just the vertex a so in this instance A∗ is the same as A. Since A∗ and U are disjoint, the algorithm
then grows A by selecting an available vertex adjacent to A, i.e., either vertex 2 or 3. While the algorithm will run correctly
using either choice, we will choose vertex 2 here because it helps illustrate how the algorithm uses Lemma 3 later in the
backtracking tree. The algorithm creates two children of the root. For the left child, vertex 2 is added to A; for the right, 2 is
made unavailable and added to vertex set U . (In the right child depicted in the figure, we diagram this by drawing an ‘‘X’’
through the node in G corresponding to vertex 2.) Given the vertex sets A and U for the left and right children of the root,
the algorithm again computes A∗, finds an adjacent vertex v not in U , and creates left and right children.
The bottom level of the tree has 4 leaves, in this case, the ‘‘grandchildren’’ of the root. The leaves from left to right output
the minimal a− b separators {4, 5}, {3, 4}, nothing, and {2, 3}, which are written below the leaves as shown in Fig. 1. These
are all theminimal a−b separators of the graph. Note in particular the behavior of the second leaf from the right. Here vertex
2 has been added to vertex set U and made unavailable. Meanwhile A is {a, 3}. Moreover, when the algorithm computes A∗,
it determines that A∗ is {a, 2, 3}. (The minimal a− b separator close to A is {4, 5}. Deleting this from G yields a component
with a that has a vertex set of {a, 2, 3}.) Thus, A∗ now contains an unavailable vertex, i.e., a vertex from U . As Lemma 3
states, when A∗ ∩ U 6= ∅, the subtree contains no new minimal a − b separators, and this is what we see in this example:
the minimal a − b separator close to A∗ (which is {a, 2, 3}) is {4, 5}. Note that this is a duplicate of the first minimal a − b
separator, i.e., the one output by the leftmost grandchild of the root.
Theorem 1. The algorithm ListMinSep lists all minimal a− b vertex separators of a connected graph G = (V , E)with O(nm)
delay and using O(n) rewritable space where n = |V | and m = |E|.
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Fig. 1. Backtracking tree to list the minimal a− b separators of a grid.
Proof. This is a matter of showing: (1) the algorithm above lists only minimal a − b separators and that it lists all these
objects, and (2) the algorithm has the required time and space efficiency.
Here Claim 1 follows from Propositions 1 and 2 and Lemmas 3 and 4. Note that it always holds that N[b] ⊆ U .
Claim 2:
Polynomial delay. The task of selecting a new vertex out of available vertices and expanding A to A∗ can be done inO(m) time.
Because the height of the tree is at most n and the time it takes to calculate the children of a node is O(m), the maximum
delay is O(nm).
Space complexity. First, let us note that the algorithm as described above works in O(n2). The height of the tree is at most n.
To store the information about a node, we need to store two disjoint vertex sets. Thus the space necessary to describe (A,U)
is at most n, and the space required to make recursive calls is O(n2).
Then, let us remark thatwith a simplemodificationwe can easily improve the space complexity toO(n)whereΩ(n log n)
bits are needed to store the input to the problem. Now let us observe that we can avoid making potentially n recursive calls
to ListMinSep and thus having to store a vertex set of size nwith each recursive call.
We can instead build our own ‘‘stack’’ and store information about these recursive calls more efficiently. Recall that
ListMinSep takes as input two vertex sets, A and U . Now observe as we go down the backtracking tree, both A and U
always grow; they never shrink.1Thus, by creating our own storage structure such as two {0, . . . , n}n vectors, we can store
all the information about how A and U grow. Using this, we can determine when and if A and U intersect.
As an example, consider that zero in the ith position of the vector indicates that the vertex vi has not yet been chosen,
and that a nonzero number from 1 to n indicates on what level vi first became a member of the vertex set A. Under such
a convention, (0, 1, 2, 2, 0) would indicate that A was originally {v2} on level 1 (the root level of the tree), and that on the
next level, A became {v2, v3, v4}. The space to store the information about how A and U grow will be O(n log n) bits. Since
it takes at least Ω(n log n) bits to store a graph, the algorithm is space-optimal and the total rewritable space required is
O(n). 
Remark. The algorithm can be easily adapted to handle graphs with more than 1 component. One can first determine in
Θ(max(n,m)) time what the connected components of a graph are and label each vertex with information about what
component it is in (see [1, Alg. 4.7]). With this information, one can tell in constant time whether a and b are in separate
components (in which case the only minimal a − b separator is ∅), or they are in the same component (in which case one
can run the algorithm above). Note that since the time required to determine whether a and b are in the same component
is O(m), one can still find the minimal a− b separators with O(nm) delay and using O(n) space.
6. Listing all the minimal separators
A natural extension of the above problem is to list all minimal separators2 in a graph. Note that a minimal separator may
disconnect more than one pair of vertices (e.g. in a chain with 5 vertices, {3} minimally disconnects 1 and 4 as well as 2
1 In more formal terms, if (X, Y ) is a child of (A,U), then X ⊇ A and Y ⊇ U .
2 Note that one minimal separator may contain another. Consider a cycle of length 4 and add another vertex 5 and the edge {2, 5}. {2, 4} is a minimal
1− 3 separator while {2} is a minimal 1− 5 separator.
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and 5). As a result, a minimal separator M may appear in different backtracking trees. Therefore, it is useful to be able to
associate any minimal separator with a unique backtracking tree. This can be done by defining an order on backtracking
trees based on the lexicographic order of the vertex pairs (i, j) that the tree’s minimal separators are disconnecting, and
then by using the following proposition.
Proposition 6. Given a minimal separator M, we can find the first backtracking tree that contains M in O(m) time.
Proof. In G − M , all components have external neighborhoods which are contained in M . For any two components,
Ci, Cj ∈ G − M and any two vertices, x ∈ Ci and y ∈ Cj, the following holds: N(Ci) = N(Cj) = M iff M is a minimal
x− y separator.
The⇒ direction follows because removing a proper subset ofM from Gwould leave Ci and Cj connected and thus, would
not separate the components. The⇐ direction follows because if the neighborhood of either Ci or Cjwere properly contained
inM , thenM would not be a minimal x− y separator.
Thus, in order to find the smallest pair of vertices that M separates, consider in G − M those components Ci for which
N(Ci) = M . Choose a representative with the smallest label from each component. From these representatives, choose
the two vertices with the smallest labels, i and j. The first tree that contains M is the one that lists all the minimal i − j
separators. 
Given that there is a quickmethod of identifying eachminimal separator with a unique tree, there is a very simple algorithm
to list all minimal separators: construct the backtracking tree that outputs all minimal 1− 2 separators; then construct the
next tree and output all minimal 1−3 separators except those already output3; and then continuewith the next backtracking
tree, etc. Since each tree is traversed and exhausted completely beforemoving onto another tree, space requirements remain
O(n).
Note that in running ListMinSep as above, if the vertex set A contains any vertex a′ with a label less than a, then all
the minimal a − b separators contained in S(A,U) will also be minimal a′ − b separators and thus will have been output
by backtracking tree associated with a lexicographically smaller pair of vertices. We can prevent A from having vertices
with a smaller label than a by making this set of vertices unavailable, i.e., adding them to the vertex set U (see line 9 in the
pseudocode given below).
Algorithm ListAllMinSep
Input: A graph G.
Output: All minimal x− y separators where x, y ∈ V (G).
01: procedure ListAllMinSep(G: graph)
02: var
03: A,U : vertex set;
04: x, y : vertex;
05: begin {ListAllMinSep}
06: for all different pairs of vertices x, y ∈ V (G) such that x < y
07: {
08: A = {x};
09: U = N[ y]∪ {all vertices with labels less than x};
10: run ListMinSet(A,U), but do not output
11: min. x− y sep. that minimally separate
12: a lexicographically smaller pair of vertices than (x, y);
13: }
14: end {ListAllMinSep}
Theorem 2. The algorithm ListAllMinSep lists all the minimal separators of a graph with cumulative O(n3m) delay and O(n)
space.
Proof. All minimal separators produced by a tree are either duplicates of objects that appear in a previous tree (and in that
case, they have already been output by the listing algorithm), or they are new objects. Assume that the algorithm outputs
the ith object and that the total number of minimal separators considered so far (with multiplicity), is |M|. By the O(nm)
delay bound of the a− b separator listing algorithm, the time spent so far is |M| ·O(nm). As every minimal separator occurs
at most
( n
2
)
times, it must be the case that |M| ≤ i ( n2 ). Thus, the time needed to output i objects is i · O(n3m). We also note
that this bound can also be used to terminate the algorithm if fewer than i objects are output in (i+ 1) · O(n3m) time. 
3 One can test whether a minimal 1− 3 separator is also a minimal 1− 2 separator by examining the graph after removing the minimal 1− 3 separator
and determining whether vertices 1 and 2 are disconnected.
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Remark. Instead of creating and processing each backtracking tree separately as ListAllMinSep does, one can also use
an algorithmic strategy known as interleaving (see [7]) in which one interrupts the run of one algorithm with another. For
our listing problem, this will mean that listing theminimal vertex separators of one vertex pair will be temporarily placed on
holdwhilewe list those of another vertex pair.We present one interleaving algorithm that lists allminimal vertex separators
below.
First note that we can label the backtracking tree that lists the minimal x − y separators with this pair of vertices (x, y)
and that we can place the trees into a cyclic order. Now, given two vertices x, y ∈ V and a pair of vertex sets (A,U) that
represents either the root or a leaf of the backtracking tree that outputs the minimal x − y separators, let ‘‘one step’’ of a
modified version of ListMinSep be the process of either (1) determining that this backtracking tree has been exhausted
and there are no minimal x − y separators left to output or (2) computing a new minimal x − y separator S, outputting S
iff S does not minimally separate a lexicographically smaller pair, and recording where the algorithm is in the backtracking
tree by storing the two vertices x and ywe wish to separate and the pair of vertex sets (A,U) that designates where we are
in the backtracking tree. (Note that one step requires at most O(nm) time and O(n) space.)
Starting with the lexicographically first tree, process the trees in this cyclic order. Run one step of this modified version
of ListMinSep on a tree, then proceed to the next tree that has not been exhausted and run the modified version of
ListMinSep for one step. Continue processing each tree in this cyclic order, one step at a time, until all minimal vertex
separators have been output. Such an algorithm works with a cumulative polynomial delay of O(n3m) and requires O(n)
space for each tree. In total, this requires O(n3) space, more than ListAllMinSep requires. However, the algorithm has
the following property: if one knowswhich two vertices x and y have themostminimal vertex separators, one can guarantee
a polynomial delay of O(n3m) simply by relabeling vertices x and y so that the pair (x, y) has the smallest label in the
lexicographic order. This modification illustrates how the task of listing all minimal separators efficiently is related to the
problem of counting the number of minimal x− y separators for any x, y ∈ V .
7. Future work
As noted in the introduction, minimal vertex separators are used in network flow, formal concept analysis, and
investigating the treewidth of a graph. It would be interesting to find natural examples of problems involving minimal
vertex separators in these areas for which space complexity is more important than time complexity and for which these
algorithms would be particularly well suited (e.g., for particularly huge graphs with a superpolynomial number of minimal
a− b separators).
As a related problem, there is the task of listing efficiently all minimal vertex cuts, i.e., all minimal vertex sets that
disconnect a graph. These vertex sets are minimal separators that contain no other minimal separators. A minimal vertex
separator is not necessarily a minimal vertex cut. Thus, minimal vertex separator listing algorithms are not necessarily
efficient for listing minimal vertex cuts.
Finally, the literature on the subject of listing minimal separators reveals different algorithmic techniques for solving
this problem, each with its own particular advantages. The methods of Berry et al. [2] and Shen and Liang [10] have the
advantage of having superior total polynomial time complexity. However, our algorithm has better space complexity and is
space-optimal within amultiplicative constant. It would be interesting to investigate the tradeoff that occurs between space
and time complexity here and in other listing algorithms as well as the relation between the following time complexity
classes for listing algorithms: polynomial delay, cumulative polynomial time, and total polynomial time.
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